***ATTENTION***

Any changes in design or construction from what is shown on this document, must be reviewed and approved by an Infrastructure Engineer.

- WALL STUD
- FRONT VIEW OF PLASTIC ROUGH IN BOX (INCLUDED)
- 2.1" GAP BETWEEN PANEL AND BOX
- ADHERE GASKET TO FRONT PANEL CENTERING OVER MOUNTING HOLES
- 4.00" MOUNTING HOLES
- 5.00" WIDTH
- EMERGENCY PHONE FLUSH MOUNT DETAIL DIAGRAM
- WIRE KNOCK OUT
- (2) STANDARD FLAT HEAD DRY WALL (SHEET ROCK) SCREWS (NOT INCLUDED)
- CONDENSATION DRAIN HOLE MARINE GRADE 316 STAINLESS STEEL FACEPLATE AND PUSH BUTTON SWITCHES (SEALED PER IP67)
- OPTIONAL BRAILLE LABEL
- (4) 6-32X3/4" MARINE GRADE 316 STAINLESS STEEL, FLAT HEAD, 5/64" HEX DRIVE SCREWS (INCLUDED)
- CALL CONNECTED RED LCD
- PUSH TO CALL BUTTON